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Download.Gear Review: Vang Grip for PDA's The Gear World is excited to debut our first product review of 2013 from the guys over at Vang Grip. The Vang Grip is a recent product that has been developed to assist car enthusiasts with keeping their gear in tip top shape. After spending some time playing with the Vang
Grip, I am excited to share my thoughts and can't wait to hear what you think. I am personally a gear head with a focus on vintage Porsche. My goal is to drive cars with a higher level of performance and maintain them as new, as this is a passion that is built into every aspect of my lifestyle. Below I have compiled the
key features of the Vang Grip from their website. Feature: For daily use on or in the car, the Vang Grip is a two-piece, lightweight product that is designed to be comfortable and easy to use. Installation Two pieces of the Vang Grip are used: the Carrier Ring and the Gripper Ring. The Carrier Ring can be clamped to the
gearbox lug or the centre of your wheel hub (with the option to have a different size ring for each). The Gripper Ring is placed inside the wheel while driving, and clamps securely to the rim and hub for extra durability. The Vang Grip can be used in a variety of gear settings. As well as using it in the traditional ‘on’ gear
set up, it is also usable in ‘off’ gear, ‘slow’ gear, or the ‘naked’ mode – where you don’t use the shafts in your setup. It will even allow you to use your D-rings without the rubber ‘liners’. Usability and Durability Once clipped to the gear mechanism (carriers or wheel hub) the Vang Grip will provide continuous protection,
and an everyday piece of gear to reduce small gear play. Its unique design, where the Gripper Ring clamps to the rim around the drive
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